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Introduction to KAGRA
KAGRA is the first kilometric gravitational-wave (GW) detector to be underground and cryogenic. It is an ITF
Michelson interferometer with 3 Km Fairy-Perot arm cavities aiming to detect GW starting from 10 Hz.

Target sensitivity of KAGRA
• Detection band [10 Hz, 10

Limitations: Seismic Noise, Shot Noise, Thermal Noise.

Cryogenic

Underground
Reduce Seismic Noise

Reduce Thermal Noise

KAGRA first observation run (as PRFPMI interferometer) started last February 24 and ended up on April 21
Experience with underground operation is particularly interesting as next generation GW detector are
planned to be underground.

The performance of the type A suspensions and their impact on the sensitivity curve when diﬀerent
microseismic conditions occur, during the KAGRA observation run will be analysed.
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Seismic noise
KAGRA has been designed to be sensitive to GW starting from 10 Hz.
Seismic noise: is the dominant noise at low frequencies (below 10 Hz):

In detection band > 10 Hz the seismic noise
reaches the values

10 orders of magnitude

On surface

Underground

10−9m

10−11m

Hz

Hz

To detect the small distance variation due to GW

10−18m
Hz
A seismic isolation with a high attenuation capability ~ 10 orders of magnitude is required!

▶
▶

Free-falling TM (Test Mass)
Isolation from Seismic Noise

Type A suspensions
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•
•

F0
1 LVDT
1 coil

Feedback

IP
3 LVDT +3 Inertial
sensor
3 coil s

•
•

F1
1 LVDT
1 coil

•
•

Type A are a nine-stage pendulum with the height of 13.5 m, whose top-stage loaded
on a short inverted pendulum
The Inverted Pendulum (IP) and the first vertical stage (F0) fixed at its top are often
considered as a pre-isolators, but their main role is that of letting actuated DC and
damping control

Feedback

•
•

Type A suspensions

The suspension chain consists of cascaded geometric anti-spring filters that show
low frequency mechanical resonances.

F2
1 LVDT

The bottom four stages including the sapphire mirror are called cryogenic payload
and cooled down to about 20 K in order to reduce the thermal noises.

1 coil

Feedback

The normal modes of the pendulum mechanical structure (tower part) are confined
•
•

in low frequency region (below 2 Hz)

F3
1 LVDT
1 coil

Feedback

•
•

IP: L

BF
7 LVDTs
7 coils

BF: L

Feedback
Cryopayload

•
•
•

Cryopayload actuation
points:
Marionette: 6 actuators
+ 6 photosensors+ 1
optical lever
Intermediate mass: 6
actuators + 6
photosensors
Test mass: 4 actuators+
3 optical levers

IP:T

BF: T
2 Hz

BF: Y
0.1 Hz

IP:Y

2 Hz
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0.1 Hz

Type A: sensor noise characterisation (I)
Sensors spectrum signal (LVDT, accelerometer, geophone) versus intrinsic noise (model)
LVDT: noise budget

Accelerometer: noise budget

Noise model

Noise model

Noise model

In the range [0.1,0. 5] Hz, ]
microseismic noise is
dominant

Geo
Acc
Seismic noise

L,T,Y base

Seismic noise
0.3 Hz

LVDT

Geophone: noise budget

LVDT
0.25 Hz

To suppress the re-injection of microseismic noise
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Below 0.3 mHz, the
accelerometer noise is
dominant
Below 0.250 mHz, the
geophone noise is
dominant

• Blending technique
• Sensor Correction

Type A: sensor noise characterisation (II)
138

• Blending

To take the better part of both signals, the blended virtual sensor, is
control
techniqueAdV top stage suspension
attained through neutral pre-filtering:

ACC or GEO

LVDT

High Pass filter (HP)

Low Pass filter (LP)

HP+LP=1
S(ω) = LP(ω) ⋅ SLVDT (ω) − ω 2 ⋅ HP(ω) ⋅ Sacc(ω)
Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
(yellow box): this is common to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
transfer function between seismic excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the
Closed Loop transfer function seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
ef f
˜ i (w).
138
mechanical attenuation and LP filter: T̃siL !Siv (w) h T̃i (w) LP

AdV top stage suspension control

• Sensor correction
s

The
virtual
sensor
isdata;
attained through the
1. we are
able to reproduce
the real
subtraction
of the
seismic
noise (measured S(ω) = S
2. we have still contaminated
by the
seismic noise;
LVDT (ω) − HPSC(ω) ⋅ Sseim(ω)
by
LVDT
signal
3. weseismometer)
are far from reaching the and
intrinsicthe
noise of
the sensor
(yellow line).
C

Typical shape TF from ground to LVDT

Starting from this point, our goal will be to reach the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
curve). For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate, without changing the gain (G) of
e f f ,CL
the controller filter, the function T̃siL !Siv (w) when two different couples of blending filters are - +
s
applied. The selected filters have the blending frequency at 63 mHz (strategy63) and 32 mHz
(strategy32) respectively and their shape is reported in Fig. 8.8.

Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
e f f ,CL

(yellow T̃
box): this(w)
is commonSensor
to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
We start by showing the impact of the strategy63 and strategy32 on the function
siLs !Siv
Correction
transfer function between seismic
excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the
and its components Ã(w) and B̃(w) (see Fig.8.9 and 8.10). We see that changing
the pre-filter
Closed Loop transfer function seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
˜ i (w).
strategy from strategy63 to strategy32, we have a factor 2 of benefit on mechanical
PSD on the
signal and LP filter: T̃se f f!S (w) h T̃i (w) LP
attenuation
iLs
iv
s̃i (w) express in Eq. (8.10) : this means that we can improve the attenuation of the IP at 300
mHz from1.5 ⇥ 10 2 at 8 ⇥ 10 3 . To f = 300 mHz the value of the intrinsic
noise
of the
1. we
are able
to reproduce the real data;
µm
3
accelerometer is about 3 ⇥ 10 pHz and our goal will be to reach it.
2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;
To reach the intrinsic noise level of the accelerometer, as third step, the gain value G has
3. 3weHz
aretofar7 from
been change from 0.3 to 0.7 (this meas that the bandwidth control change from
Hz).reaching the intrinsic noise of the sensor (yellow line).
e f f ,CL
In Fig. 8.11 the impact of the strategy32 and G=0.7 on the T̃siL !Siv (w) (yellow curve) and on
s

Starting from this point, our goal will be to reach the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
curve). For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate, without changing the gain (G) of
e f f ,CL
the controller filter, the function T̃
(w) when two different couples of blending filters are
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Typical shape HP filter

Type A: sensor noise characterisation (III)
2
S(ω)
=
LP(ω)
⋅
S
(ω)
−
ω
⋅ HP(ω) ⋅ Sacc(ω)
LVDT
138
AdV top stage suspension control

• Blending technique

In this configuration three sources of noise
can be identified:

•
•
•

LVDT noise (l)
Seismic noise (S)
Inertial sensor noise (g)

Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
(yellow box): this is common to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
transfer function between seismic excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the
Closed Loop transfer function seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
ef f
˜ i (w).
mechanical attenuation and LP filter: T̃siL !Siv (w) h T̃i (w) LP
s

138

AdV top stage suspension control

• Sensor Correction technique

1. we are able to reproduce the real data;
2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;

S(ω) = S

(ω) − HP (ω) ⋅ S

LVDT
SC (yellow line).seim
3. we are far from reaching
the intrinsic noise of the sensor

(ω)

Starting from this point, our goal will be to reach the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
curve). For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate,
without changing the gain (G) of
C
e f f ,CL
the controller filter, the function T̃siL !Siv (w) when two different couples of blending filters are
s
applied. The selected filters have the blending frequency at 63 mHz (strategy63) and 32 mHz
(strategy32) respectively and their shape is reported in Fig. 8.8.

-+

e f f ,CL

We start by showing the impact of the strategy63 and strategy32 on the function T̃siL !Siv (w)
s
and its components Ã(w) and B̃(w) (see Fig.8.9 and 8.10). We see that changing the pre-filter
strategy from strategy63 to strategy32, we have a factor 2 of benefit on PSD on the signal
Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
s̃i (w) express in Eq. (8.10) : this means that we can improve the attenuation of the IP at 300
(yellow
box): this is common
the3IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
Sensorto
Correction
2 at
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from1.5
⇥
10
8
⇥
10
. To f =
300
the valueisofT̃ the
intrinsic noise of the
transfer function between seismic excitation
and
IP mHz
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i (w). Consequently the
µm
3
p
accelerometer
is about
3 ⇥seism-BVS
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˜ i (w).
To reach
the intrinsic
noise
level
the(w)
accelerometer,
as
third step, the gain value G has
mechanical
attenuation
and LP
filter:
T̃siLof!S
h T̃i (w) LP
iv
s
been change from 0.3 to 0.7 (this meas that the bandwidth control change from 3 Hz to 7 Hz).
e f f ,CL
In Fig. 8.11 the impact of the strategy32 and G=0.7 on the T̃siL !Siv (w) (yellow curve) and on
s
1. we are able to reproduce the real data;

2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;

In this configuration three sources of noise
can be identified:

•
•
•

LVDT noise (l)
Seismic noise (S)
Seismometer noise(g)

Type A: sensor noise characterisation (IV)
KAGRA Accelerometer

Geophone

KAGRA LVDT
VIRGO Accelerometer

At 0.150 Hz the Kagra Inertial sensors are to noisy compared with Virgo one
1) the geophone shows high DC noise and strange phase response below 0.1 Hz ( http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=10334 )
2) KAGRA accelerometer shows high DC noise. Despite this it was stable with blending @ 90 mHz (http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=7395)

The noise of the inertial sensor is re-injected via loop causing the grow in up of the peak @ 0.148 Hz: this means that the loop is
exciting the test mass at that frequency and is hard to lock the ITF.
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It is hard to blend below 0.09 Hz

Type A: sensor noise characterisation (V)
AdV top stage suspension control
S(ω) = LP(ω) ⋅ SLVDT (ω) − ω 2 ⋅ HP(ω)
⋅ Sacc(ω)
• Blending technique: sum of the noise

138

Let’s assume that these noise are uncorrelated:

Snoise =

(LP ⋅ l)2 + (HP ⋅ g)2 + (LP ⋅ S)2
*All units are displacement

Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
(yellow box): this is common to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
transfer function between seismic excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the
Closed Loop transfer function seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
ef f
˜ i (w).
mechanical attenuation and LP filter: T̃siL !Siv (w) h T̃i (w) LP
s
138
AdV top stage suspension control
1. we are able to reproduce the real data;

S(ω) = SLVDT (ω) − HPSC(ω) ⋅ Sseim(ω)

2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;

• Sensor Correction: sum of the noise

3. we are far from reaching the intrinsic noise of the sensor (yellow line).

Starting from this point, our goal will be to reach
C the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
curve). For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate, without changing the gain (G) of
e f f ,CL
the controller filter, the function T̃siL !Siv (w) when two different couples of blending filters are
s
applied. The selected filters have the blending frequency at 63 mHz (strategy63) and 32 mHz
- + and their shape is reported in Fig. 8.8.
(strategy32) respectively

Let’s assume that these noise are:

• uncorrelated
• g<<S

e f f ,CL

We start by showing the impact of the strategy63 and strategy32 on the function T̃siL !Siv (w)
s
and its components Ã(w) and B̃(w) (see Fig.8.9 and 8.10). We see that changing the pre-filter
Figure
8.6: Blended
virtual sensor
in closedwe
loop
configuration.
block
seism
strategy
from strategy63
to strategy32,
have
a factor 2 ofFollowing
benefit on the
PSD
on the
signal
(yellow box): this is common
to
the
IP
system
(red
box)
and
LVDT
sensor
(pink
box).
The
Sensor Correction
s̃i (w) express in Eq. (8.10) : this means that we can improve the attenuation of the IP at 300
transfer
function between seismic excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the
2 at 8 ⇥ 10 3 . To f = 300 mHz the value of the intrinsic noise of the
mHz
from1.5
⇥ 10
Closed
Loop
transfer
function
seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
3 µm e fand
f
accelerometer
is about
⇥ 10
to˜ ireach
mechanical
attenuation
and3LP
filter:pHz
T̃siL !Sivour
(w)goal
h T̃will
(w). it.
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s
To reach the intrinsic noise level of the accelerometer, as third step, the gain value G has
been change from 0.3 to 0.7 (this meas that the bandwidth control change from 3 Hz to 7 Hz).
1. we are able to reproduce the real data;
e f f ,CL
In Fig. 8.11 the impact of the strategy32 and G=0.7 on the T̃siL !Siv (w) (yellow curve) and on

2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;

s

Snoise =
10

l 2 + ((1 − HP) ⋅ S)2

Type A: sensor noise characterisation (VI)
LP filter has been shaped taking into account the
background disturbance (seismic noise)
For LP filter tipical cutoﬀ is below 100 mHz, to reduce
the seismic contribution.
For HP filter should be careful design so not to
reintroduce accelerometer noise.

Possible LP filters (42 mHz)

Evaluation of the microseismic noise re-injection via blending technique and sensor correction

The noise of the KAGRA inertial sensor is reinjected via loop causing the grow in up of the
peak @ 0.148 Hz: this means that the loop is
exciting the test mass at that frequency and is
hard to lock the ITF (more details see following
klogs):
http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=7395

The microseismic
noise suppression is
more eﬀective with
Blended sensor sensitivity :if it is assumed to
use the Virgo accelerometers or something
similar (10-8 m/sqrt(Hz) @ 0.1 Hz )

blending technique

http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=7447
http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=9981
http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=10228
http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=10187
http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=9995
http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=8571
http://klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=8567
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Sensor Correction (SC)
• Sensor correction

138

AdV top stage suspension control

The virtual sensor is attained through the
subtraction of the seismic noise (measured S(ω) = S
LVDT (ω) − HPSC(ω) ⋅ Sseim(ω)
by seismometer) and the LVDT signal

Typical shape HP filter

C

Typical shape TF from ground to LVDT
-+

Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
(yellow box): this is commonSensor
to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
Correction
transfer function between seismic
excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the
Closed Loop transfer function seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
ef f
˜ i (w).
mechanical attenuation and LP filter: T̃siL !Siv (w) h T̃i (w) LP
s

1. we are able to reproduce the real data;

IP L

IP T

IP Y

2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;
3. we are far from reaching the intrinsic noise of the sensor (yellow line).
Starting from this point, our goal will be to reach the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
curve). For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate, without changing the gain (G) of
e f f ,CL
the controller filter, the function T̃siL !Siv (w) when two different couples of blending filters are
s
applied. The selected filters have the blending frequency at 63 mHz (strategy63) and 32 mHz
(strategy32) respectively and their shape is reported in Fig. 8.8.

RMS

L[μm]
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Y[μrad]

IX

0.08

0.09

0.09

EX

0.06

0.06

0.08

IY

0.08

0.07

0.08

EY

0.07

0.07

0.08

e f f ,CL

We start by showing the impact of the strategy63 and strategy32 on the function T̃siL !Siv (w)
s
and its components Ã(w) and B̃(w) (see Fig.8.9 and 8.10). We see that changing the pre-filter
strategy from strategy63 to strategy32, we have a factor 2 of benefit on PSD on the signal
s̃i (w) express in Eq. (8.10) : this means that we can improve the attenuation of the IP at 300
mHz from1.5 ⇥ 10 2 at 8 ⇥ 10 3 . To f = 300 mHz the value of the intrinsic noise of the
accelerometer is about 3 ⇥ 10 3 pµm
and our goal will be to reach it.
Hz
To reach the intrinsic noise level of the accelerometer, as third step, the gain value G has
been change from 0.3 to 0.7 (this meas that the bandwidth control change from 3 Hz to 7 Hz).
e f f ,CL
In Fig. 8.11 the impact of the strategy32 and G=0.7 on the T̃siL !Siv (w) (yellow curve) and on
s

Thanks to sensor correction technique, the rms of IP motion is suppressed by a factor 3 (http://
klog.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/osl/?r=13452)
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Type A: SC noise budget (I)

The seismic noise @ 0.150 Hz is suppressed, but the IP motion is still limited by it.
Above 1 Hz the IP motion is limitedly the LVDT noise

13

Type A: SC noise budget (II)
Let’s consider now the SC performance in the following seismic noise conditions

Seismic noise measured at KAGRA site (ITMX 2F)
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Type A: SC noise budget (III)
The plot shows how the IPs spectra along L direction is changing in relation to the micro-seismic noise
variation.

In noisy days the IP rms is got worse more then a factor 8 (IX, IY, EY)
In noisy days the IP rms is got worse more then a factor 10 (EX)
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Type A: SC noise budget (VII)

In noisy days (like March 20 ) the rms of the seismic re-injection is got worse by a factor 3.4
In noisy days (like April 13 ) the rms of the seismic re-injection is got worse by a factor 5 at
IX,IY,EX and a factor 7.5 at EY
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F0

Free:
Damping +DC
control
Stuck

Stuck

Type A GAS filter: EY case

F1

F2

F0 mode 0.350 Hz

F3

Stuck

BF

Free:
DC control
Cryopayload

Three stages missing
1
The TF from F0 to TM loses
in terms of mechanical attenuation
6
f
Vertical seismic noise re-injected via F0 to TM has to be evaluated
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AdV top stage suspension control

F0 GAS filter: noise budget (I)
GAS filter= mechanical system

Feedback control scheme

LVDT= is the sensor monitoring the displacement

C

GAS

8.2 Blending strategy

xlvdt = xF0 − x0
x0 is the ground motion
set= is the set point

C= is
the damping
input to the controller C̃i (w): the output
closed
loop signalfilter
is equal to [43, 47, 60]

In this
configuration:
S̃iv (w)
8.6: Blended
virtual
sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
CL
iv (w) =
w box): this is common to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). S̃
The
1 M̃i (w) · C̃i (w)
GAS
filter seismic
LVDT excitation
signal =and
Error
signal is T̃i (w). Consequently the
r function
between
IP displacement
AdV top stage
control between
Loop transfer function seism-BVS for thisWhere
configuration
willsuspension
be aC̃
combination
M̃
(w)
and
(w)
are the mechanical plant of IP system
i
i
ef f
˜
nical attenuation and LP filter: T̃siL !Siv (w) h T̃i (w) LPi (w).2

and the filter control

s
the sources
i th d.o.f.
In this configuration
two
of noise can
LVDT noise (l)
•
be
identified:
At present this kind of strategy is implemented
on all d.o.f
of the stage and in Fig
we are able to reproduce the real data;
Seismic
noise
(S)
•

8.3 the experimental plants (horizontal and vertical) of the four superattenuators accom
we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;
along Fabry-Perot cavities are shown.
Let’s assume that these noise are:

GAS
C
we are far from reaching the intrinsic noise of the sensor (yellow line).

rting from this point, our goal will be to reach the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate, without changing the gain (G) of
e f f ,CL
troller filter, the function T̃siL !Siv (w) when two different couples of blending filters are
s
. The selected filters have the blending frequency at 63 mHz (strategy63) and 32 mHz
e 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
y32)
respectively
andtotheir
shape
is reported
in Fig.
8.8.sensor (pink box). The
w
box):
this is common
the IP
system
(red box) and
LVDT

er function between seismic excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the e f f ,CL
18T̃s !S (w)
showing
the impact
of the
and strategy32
on the function
dstart
Loopby
transfer
function
seism-BVS
for strategy63
this configuration
will be a combination
between
iL
iv

Snoise =

l2 + S2

F0 GAS filter: noise budget (II)

Below 0.3 Hz the F0 motion is limited by seismic noise
Above 1 Hz the F0 motion is limited by the LVDT noise
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F0 GAS filter: noise budget (III)
Let’s consider now the F0 performance in the following seismic noise conditions

Seismic noise measured at KAGRA site (ETMY 2F)
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F0 GAS filter: noise budget (IV)

Below 0.3 Hz the F0 motion is limited by seismic noise
In noisy days the seismic re-injection is got worse by a factor 6
21

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity (I)
KAGRA’s detection band is [10 Hz, 10 kHz]
Below 10 Hz the KAGRA sensitivity is limited by mechanical noise:

➢ Horizontal

Seismic noise where the mechanical attenuation is low f<2 Hz

➢ Vertical Seismic noise transmitted to the horizontal direction due to the inclination
of the test mass

➢ Angular control noise f<10 Hz

➢ Other

possible control or actuation noise

Let’s focus on the first two noise sources…
22

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity (II)

Where
Feedback
force

ΔL
The strain sensitivity is defined as following: h(t) =
L
ΔL is the diﬀerential length variation
ΔL = Darm = Xarm − Yarm
In KAGRA interferometer the detection band is [10 Hz, 10 kHz]
What about the KAGRA sensitivity below 10 Hz??

Feedback
force

One way to deduce it is to use the feedback force (F) sent through the
End TMs filtered with the transfer function M (actuation-displacement
along the optical axis of the mirror).

(FEX ⋅ MEX )2 + (FEY ⋅ MEY )2

ΔLLF(ω) =

TMs mechanical TF

TMs feedback

23

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity (III)

@ 10 Hz the curves are matching
24

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A mechanical noise (I)
EY

When the interferometer works in dark fringe condition, in first approximation, the cavity
lengths are fixed through the locking of the four TMs.
138

IY

IX

EX

AdV top stage suspension control

TM

Below 2 Hz, where the Type A
mechanical attenuation is low and the
SC acts, the IP residual motion is
transmitted to TM filtered with the
transfer function *D (displacementdisplacement IP to TM along the
optical axis of the mirror):

sˆmirror ( f ) = Dhor ( f ) sˆ z

(f)
TOP

C

-+

STM = SIP ⋅ DIP2TM

Figure 8.6: Blended virtual sensor in closed loop configuration. Following the block seism
Sensor
(yellow box): this is common
to the IP system (red box) and LVDT sensor (pink box). The
Correction
transfer function between seismic excitation and IP displacement is T̃i (w). Consequently the
Closed Loop transfer function seism-BVS for this configuration will be a combination between
ef f
˜ i (w).
mechanical attenuation and LP filter: T̃siL !Siv (w) h T̃i (w) LP
s

1. we are able to reproduce the real data;

DIP2TM

2. we have still contaminated by the seismic noise;
3. we are far from reaching the intrinsic noise of the sensor (yellow line).

* Y. Fujii PhD thesis: https://gwdoc.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/cgibin/private/DocDB/ShowDocument?docid=11137

0.01 Hz

Starting from this point, our goal will be to reach the level of the intrinsic noise (yellow
curve). For this purpose, at the first iteration we calculate, without changing the gain (G) of
e f f ,CL
the controller filter, the function T̃siL !Siv (w) when two different couples of blending filters are
s
applied. The selected filters have the blending frequency at 63 mHz (strategy63) and 32 mHz
1 Hz
(strategy32)
respectively and their shape is reported in Fig. 8.8.

0.1 Hz

By combining the IP signals of the four Type A It is possible to estimate the contributions of the longitudinal
mechanical noise onto the sensitivity as following:

ΔLIP(ω) =

e f f ,CL

We start by showing the impact of the strategy63 and strategy32 on the function T̃siL !Siv (w)
s
and its components Ã(w) and B̃(w) (see Fig.8.9 and 8.10). We see that changing the pre-filter
strategy from strategy63 to strategy32, we have a factor 2 of benefit on PSD on the signal
s̃i (w) express in Eq. (8.10) : this means that we can improve the attenuation of the IP at 300
mHz from1.5 ⇥ 10 2 at 8 ⇥ 10 3 . To f = 300 mHz the value of the intrinsic noise of the
2
2
accelerometer is about 3 ⇥ 10 3 pµm
and our goal will be to reach it.
Hz
EYTo reachIP2TM
IP2TM
IP2TM
the intrinsic noise level of the accelerometer, as third step, the gain value G has
been change from 0.3 to 0.7 (this meas that the bandwidth control change from 3 Hz to 7 Hz).
e f f ,CL
In Fig. 8.11 the impact of the strategy32 and G=0.7 on the T̃siL !Siv (w) (yellow curve) and on

(IPEX ⋅ DIP2TM )2 + (IPIX ⋅ DIP2TM )2 + (IP

⋅D

) + (IP

⋅D

)

s
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A mechanical noise (II)
EY

IY

IX

When the interferometer works in dark fringe condition, in first approximation, the cavity
lengths are fixed through the locking of the four TMs.
EX

Due to Earth curvature, a vertical to
horizontal coupling is expected and
for this reason It is interesting to
estimate the impact of the EY
vertical residual motion onto the
sensitivity curve.
Below 2 Hz, where the Type A mechanical attenuation is low F0 residual
motion is transmitted to TM filtered with the transfer function *D1:

STM = αgrav ⋅ D1 ⋅ SF0
Theoretical D1 in diﬀerent configuration:
-Default (all GAS filters working properly)
-1 GAS filters stuck
-2 GAS filter stuck:@ 10 Hz the attenuation is
about 10^-19

*

*K.Okutomi: https://gwdoc.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/DocDB/0081/
G1808125/002/TypeAfixedGAS20180403v2.pdf*

What about 3 GAS filters stuck?
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A mechanical noise (II)
Due to Earth curvature, a vertical to
horizontal coupling is expected and for this
reason It is interesting to estimate the
impact of the EY vertical residual motion
onto the sensitivity curve.

EY: TF F0 vs DARM
Coherence is not negligible!!

EY: calibrated TF F0 vs DARM
Model (fit)

EY 3 GAS filter stuck:@ 10 Hz the
attenuation is about 10^-11

Model (fit)

Could limiting the sensitivity
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A mechanical noise (III)
By combining the Type A IP signals and EY F0 (filtered with the mechanical TFs) It is possible to project
their mechanical noise contribution onto the DARM sensitivity.
From 0.1 Hz to 0.8 Hz DARM is limited by longitudinal seismic
noise (mechanical noise)

Type A: longitudinal
passive attenuation
@ 3 Hz ~ 2 ⋅ 10

−18

m
Hz

Type A: EY
vertical passive
attenuation
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (I)
Let’s consider now the type A performance in the following seismic noise conditions

Seismic noise measured at KAGRA site (ITMX 2F)

IFO locked: March 19, March 20, March 24
Due to the huge microseismic noise the IFO couldn’t be locked: April 13
29

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (II)
The plot shows how the IPs spectra along L direction is changing in relation to the micro-seismic noise
variation.

In noisy days the IP rms is got worse more then a factor 8 (IX, IY, EY)
In noisy days the IP rms is got worse more then a factor 10 (EX)
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (III)
The plot shows how the EY F0 spectra is changing in relation to the micro-seismic noise variation.

In noisy days the F0 rms is got worse by a factor 6
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (IV)

From 0.1 Hz to 0.8 Hz DARM is limited by IP mechanical noise
Above 1 Hz the IP mechanical noise assure a good passive isolation along the L direction
Above 2 Hz the EY vertical mechanical noise became dominant: is not limiting the sensitivity
32

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (V)

From 0.1 Hz to 0.8 Hz DARM is limited by IP mechanical noise
Above 1 Hz the IP mechanical noise assure a good passive isolation along the L direction
Above 2 Hz the EY vertical mechanical noise became dominant: not limiting the sensitivity
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (VI)

From 0.1 Hz to 0.8 Hz DARM is limited by IP mechanical noise
Above 1 Hz the IP mechanical noise assure a good passive isolation along the L direction
Above 2 Hz the EY vertical mechanical noise became dominant: is not limiting the sensitivity
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (VII)
Below 1 Hz DARM is changing according with
the micro-seismic noise condition:
• Rms: 10-^7 m quiet days
• Rms: 5*10-^7 m noisy days (March 20)
• Rms: 10-^6 m stormy days (April 13)

From 0.1 Hz to 0.8 Hz DARM is
limited by micro-seismic noise

April 13: due to the huge microseismic noise the IFO couldn’t be locked:
DARM fluctuations are 10 times larger than those on quiet days.

What means this in terms of TM_L actuation ?
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (VIII)
In the current configuration, the feedback force is split through two paths :

MN reallocation
scheme:

Filter

ISC
Gain

MN

Below 0.1 Hz is sent to the MN
actuators

IM

IM: no locking actuations

TM

Above 0.1 Hz is sent to the TM
actuators

MN fiter

Implemented filter at MN
lock stage to change the
ISC FB force (TM type) to
MN type
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KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (IX)
From 0.1 Hz to 0.8 Hz DARM is limited by IP residual motion:

Where ΔLLF(ω) =

ΔLIP = ΔLLF

(FEX ⋅ MEX )2 + (FEY ⋅ MEY )2 and F is the feedback force sent through the End TMs

Let’s assume that (below 1 Hz):

1)

ΔLIP = ΔLLF

2)

FEX = FEY

In principle, It is possible to
estimate the feedback force
as following:
TMs feedback are equal

F=

37

ΔLIP
2

⋅ ML−1
TM

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (X)
FB: ISC

F=

ΔLIP
2

⋅ ML−1
TM

The plot shows how the TM feedback is changing in relation to the micro-seismic noise variation.
March 19: rms= 3000 counts.

March 20: rms= 7000 counts.
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April 13: rms=30000 counts.

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (XI)
FB: MN
F=

ΔLIP
2

⋅ ML−1
TM

The plot shows how the MN feedback is changing in relation to the micro-seismic noise variation.
March 19: rms= 600 counts.

March 20: rms= 1500 counts.
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April 13: rms=5000 counts.

KAGRA low frequency sensitivity: Type A performance (XII)
Let’s focus on the microseismic range and on TM FB:
The threshold value has been calculated as
1.5*max(max(r1,r2,r3)) where r1,r2 and r3
are the rms of TMs feedback at March 19,
Mach 20, and March 24 respectively

F=

ΔLIP
2

⋅ ML−1
TM

The plot shows how the TM feedback is changing in relation to the micro-seismic noise variation.
March 19: rms= 3000 counts.

March 20: rms= 7000 counts.

April 13: rms=30000 counts.

On April 13 the IFO has been not locked because the DARM fluctuations were larger than
the dynamic range of the TM actuators (rms: 30000 counts).
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Conclusions
The performance of the SC, the type A suspensions and their impact on the sensitivity curve when
diﬀerent microseismic conditions occur, during the KAGRA observation run have been analysed.
Interesting microseismic noise levels, have occurred in March 19, March 20 and April 13

On March 19 and on March 20 the IFO (PRFPMI) was locked while on April 13 because of the the huge
microseismic noise the IFO couldn’t be locked.
The rms of the IP motions, EY_F0 motion , DARM fluctuations and TM feedbacks have changed
in relation to the microseismic noise as following:

March 19

March 20

April 13

Seism

−7
10
~

−7
5
⋅
10
~

IP (m)

~ 3 ⋅ 10−8

~ 10

F0 (m)

~ 10

~ 2 ⋅ 10

−7
~ 6 ⋅ 10

~ 10−7

~ 5 ⋅ 10−7

~ 10−6

DARM (m)
TMs Feedback (counts)

−7

−7

−7
~ 8 ⋅ 10
−7

~ 3000

~ 9000

−6

~2 ⋅ 10

~ 30000

In the stormy days, If the microseismic rms is within [0.8 ,1] micrometer it is possible to
lock and to keep the IFO in stable condition for long time (hours) without saturations of
the TM actuators.
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Conclusions
The performance of the SC, the type A suspensions and their impact on the sensitivity curve when
diﬀerent microseismic conditions occur, during the KAGRA observation run have been analysed.
The analyse shows that with SC and the currents MN reallocation, in the stormy days, If the
microseismic rms is within [0.8 ,1] micrometer it is possible to lock and to keep the IFO in
stable condition for long time (several hours) without saturations of the TM actuators. When
the microseismic rms is greater than 1 micrometer the TM actuation is not enough to
compensate the TM fluctuations.

What it could be done to improve the situations?

•

Recover the GAS filters stuck at EY and other TypeAs

•

Improve the IP control like fine tuning of the SC, IP control filters,
etc.

•

Improve the sensitivity of the inertial sensor below 0.1 to implement
a suitable blending technique in order to suppress a factor 3 more
the microseismic noise

•

Extend the control bandwidth on the MN lock to few Hz and use
high power coil driver dynamic range to compensate the TM’s
fluctuations due microseismic noise, in the stormy days
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Thanks for your attention!
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Appendix

Type A: SC noise budget (I)

IX : the IP motion is still limited by the seismic noise
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Type A: SC noise budget (II)

IY : the IP motion is still limited by the seismic noise
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Type A: SC noise budget (III)

EX : the IP motion is still limited by the seismic noise
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Type A: SC noise budget (IV)

EY: the IP motion is still limited by the seismic noise
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